
UEStudio 
Essential for Developers, Revolutionary for Power Users... 

UEStudio Includes All of the Great 
Features of UltraEdit, Plus... 

Powerful Project/Solution Support 
Convert Visual Studio projects, integrate 
multiple CVS or SVN modules, create new  
projects using templates, manage multiple  
projects, and more.   

Build Functions 
Compile, build, and batch build, debug,  
integrated debugging for Microsoft C/C++ apps, 
run your application for testing, and more.  

Script Toolbar 
Support for PHP/Ruby scripts with additional 
scripting support including syntax checking, 
script execution, document parsing, comment 
stripping, and source highlighting.  

Language Intelligence 
Quickly interact with your project s structure 
using IntelliTips, QuickTips, Function Tips, the 
integrated Classviewer, resource editor, and 
integrated tag parsing.  

And so much more... 

The Integrated Development Environ-
ment (IDE) Built on the World s Best 
Text Editor

  

Code editing is a significant element of a programmer s IDE. 

It serves as the core foundation of all development function-

ality. UEStudio is built on the chassis of the world renowned  

text editor UltraEdit. As such, UEStudio s backbone is 

highly seasoned, stable, and flexible. What s more, it has 

been proven as the defacto standard text and programmer's 

editor.  

Because UltraEdit is so powerful, many programmers  

already use it as an IDE. Through daily use they have pro-

vided feature requests to extend functionality. Together, we 

have taken those requests, our own ideas, and the concept 

of a supercharged UltraEdit and produced UEStudio  a 

powerful development platform designed specifically for 

advanced programmers and developers.  

UEStudio includes all the features of UltraEdit plus native 

support for over 30 popular compilers, an integrated debug-

ger, integrated version control, built-in class browsing, lan-

guage intelligence (like Intellisense), project converter, spe-

cific PHP and Ruby support, batch build and compile, and 

much more...   

Build Applications with UEStudio 

UEStudio is versatile and flexible because it is designed 

to be language neutral. As such, UEStudio can be used 

for a vast multiplicity of programming languages. UEStu-

dio is natively equipped to support many popular compil-

ers and assemblers including: Microsoft Visual C++, 

Java, GNU C/C++, and over 30 others! The powerful 

and customizable framework provides advanced IDE 

operations for your development environment. Similar 

applications, that offer the same type of functionality  as 

UEStudio, cost hundreds of dollars more. What s more, 

they lack the seasoned backbone of UltraEdit for their 

edit control engine.  Try UEStudio today! 
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